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Team formation

Home away
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To form a team to handle the work on addons, we are going to
make a list of candidates chosen by ourselves according to the
responsibility and dedication these people have shown to the
XOOPS project.

Image
Joined:
2003/7/23
7:17
From B612
Posts: 829

#1

David is going to make a list of possible candidates from
where to make the final election.
Please David I remind you, do not at this stage contact anyone
revealing any information of addons or tell them they are
chosen ones. We are making the list ourselves (the mxo team)
and discuss it in private here before establishing any contact
with the people. Also it is clear that they will not be the ones
building the site, they will be the ones that will manage and
moderate the content once it is finished being built and is
opened. This is to make a preliminary team formation, to elect
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them and inform them the way the repository will work so
they can all be prepared for the opening.
The team structure can be as follows.
- 2 main general moderators: Ana (me) and David
...and those to be elected
- 3 moderators to take care of the modules area (moderating
reviews, and making sure all the modules are in the correct
place and have the appropriate descriptions filled in, also
making sure the modules are updated)
- 2 moderators that take care of the theme's area.
(maybe we don't need that many people to start with, let's
make first the list of people and analyze closely the functions
this team will have)

Posted on: Today 5:10:48
_________________
Snowinmyhands
www.xoopsdesign.com
www.xoopswiki.org
... it must be a Blancmagius viscosus
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Ok - Initial thoughts:

Joined:
2003/5/26
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Posts: 5277

#
2

theme specific:
bassman
kris_fr
(unable to think of alternatives yet... )
module specific:
smdcom
akitson
christian (frxoops)
Module secondary:
Blueteen
Philou

Bassman & Kris - because of their experience with themes - it
would make them sensible people to ask - and also with their
good community standing
Smdcom & atkinson - they have some experience with
modules on development, and SMD being a community
leader, and atkinson with his module dev experience - gives
them both good insites
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Christian - mainly as he always seems to be an honest
speaking person - and has helped recently in cleaning up
some w.x.o elements (links etc) ... and also, to be honest, as
I'd like to open it to a member of the French team, to show
that we do hold them in high esteme.
The second choices because of their experience with modules,
and again similar reasons to the above.
It's best to get some community members from other sites to give more first hand input as to organisation of the
repository - and to make any good changes and
improvements they can handle.
And, as I've said earlier, to help boost ties with communities.

Posted on: Today 16:05:15
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